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© 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Developing from jump blues in the late 1940s, R&amp;B laid the foundations for rock &amp; roll. R&amp;B kept the pace and drive of the jump blues, but its instrumentation was a sparer and the emphasis was on the song, not improvisation. This blues chord change played
with an insisting backbeat. In the 1950s, R&amp;A B was dominated by singers such as Ray Charles and Ruth Brown, as well as vocal groups such as Drifters and Coasters. Eventually, R&amp;B evolved into a soul that was more funkier and looser than r&amp;b rhythms. Soul described a range of R&amp;B-based
musical styles. In the first part of the 1960s, soul music remained close to its R&amp;B roots. typically different regions of America produced different types of soul. In urban centers such as New York, Philadelphia and Chicago, music focused on vocal collaboration and smooth productions. In Detroit, Motown focused on
creating pop-oriented sound, as reported equally by Gospel, R&amp;B, and Rock &amp; Roll. In the south, music became increasingly difficult, relying on syncopated rhythms, raw vocals and blaring horns. All of these styles formed a soul that ruled the black charts in the 1960s and often made it to the charts. In the
1960s and 1970s, soul began to crumble - artists like James Brown and Sly Stone developed funk; Kenny Gamble and Leon Huff initiated Philly soul with the O'Jays and Harold Melvin &amp; The Blue Notes; And later in the decade, danceable R&amp;amp;A B became a mass phenomenon with a short disco fad. In the
1980s and 1990s, the polished, less earthy sound of an urban and quiet storm ruled the airwaves, but even then the R&amp;A B began adding stylistic elements of hip-hop until - at the end of the millennium - hundreds of artists who described both rapping and singing on their albums. Read more Overview ↓ Artists ↓
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oral tradition and is composed and performed for aesthetic pleasure, for religious or ceremonial purposes, as well as as an entertainment product for the market. For true music enthusiasts, black gospel music is no stranger to them. But for some friends, they probably have very few opportunities to get close to it and
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